Khalifa Uthman bin Affan - 'Aamir bin Abdullah Tamimi
'Aamir b Abdullah in Syria
In Syria, Abdullah Tamimi was lodged in the main mosque at Damascus, and Muawiyah the Governor of
Syria kept a watch over him. One of the complaints against 'Aamir was that he did not eat meat. One day
Muawiyah invited 'Aamir to dinner at which meat was served. 'Aamir duly partook of the dish of meat. That
convinced Muawiyah that this allegation against 'Aamir was false.
Another allegation against 'Aamir was that he did not offer Friday prayers. Muawiyah posted some persons
to spy on the activities of 'Aamir with regard to Friday prayers. It was reported by these agents that 'Aamir
did attend the Friday prayers, but he came last of all, took his seat in the last row and would then leave the
mosque before others. Thus it was established that the allegation against him, that he did not offer the
Friday prayer, was not established.
Muawiyah inquired of 'Aamir as to why he did not marry. 'Aamir said that he had no objection to marriage,
but he felt that as he spent most of his time in prayers, no woman would be happy with him. He said that if
he came across any woman who would agree to pray with him, he would be glad to marry her. Muawiyah
felt convinced that in the circumstances, 'Aamir could not be held guilty of his opposition to marriage.
Muawiyah reported to Uthman that the complaints against 'Aamir were not established. Uthman ordered
that in the circumstances 'Aamir was free to return Basra, OF go anywhere else at his discretion. 'Aamir
refused to go back to Basra, the people whereof had complained against him. He remained in Syria, and
participated in the Jihad against Byzantine.
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